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Major Contributions of the Paper
●
●

A novel representation for 3D shapes/objects using the signed distance function
(SDF).
Auto-decoder based generative models for representing 3D shapes.

Representations for 3D Shapes
There are diﬀerent representation for 3D shapes, each with it’s pros and cons:
1. Point-based: Primitive representation closely matching raw data.
2. Mesh-based: There are many diﬀerent sub-categories:
a.
b.
c.

Representing shapes with template meshes and deformation factors. [1, 2]
Parameterization of mesh surfaces. [3]
Graph neural network and MeshCNN based representations. [4, 5]

3. Voxel-based: Occupancy grids [6], Octree-based [7] and truncated-SDFs [8].
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Signed Distance Function (SDFs)
●

SDF is a continuous function that, for a given spatial point, returns distance to the
closest surface, whose sign encodes whether the point is inside (negative) or
outside (positive) of the watertight surface. Mathematically expressed as,

SDF(x) = s where x ε R3 and s ε R,
S = {x s.t. SDF(x) = 0} returns the underlying surface. Using the point set S, we can
obtain the underlying mesh using Marching Cubes. [1]
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Encoder-Decoder for Learning SDFs
Before looking into auto-decoder SDF, these are some of the common representations
that can be used to learn SDF for 3D shapes.
●

Single Shape DeepSDF: For each shape, a deep network takes as input a point in
R3 and outputs the signed distance. The loss function is deﬁned as follows:

L( fӨ(x), s ) = | clamp( fӨ(x), ძ ) - clamp( s, ძ ) | ,
where clamp( s, ძ ) = min(ძ , max(ძ, s ) is introduced to control the distance we
maintain from the surface. The major limitation is the need to train one network
for one shape.

●

Coded Shape DeepSDF: For the ith shape, a deep network takes as input a point in
R3 and an additional latent code for that shape (zi) to output the signed distance.
It can be expressed as

fӨ( x, zi ) ≈ SDF i( x ),
where SDF i is set of point for which the SDF values are known w.r.t the ith shape.
An encoder-decoder network can be used where the encoder takes some input
observation to generate zi and then decoder takes as input the latent code and the
query point to output the signed distance. There are two major drawbacks with
this approach:
a.
b.

It is not robust i.e. this setup does not perform well for new shapes.
The design and complexity of the encoder depends on input observation.

Auto-Decoders for representing Shapes
In auto-decoder, there is no encoder to learn latent codes. Thus, the latent codes are
dependent on the input set of SDF values for each shape. Let zi be the latent code and
Xi = {( xj, sj ) s.t. sj = SDF i( xj )} be the set of SDF observations for the the ith shape then,

p( zi | Xi ) = p( zi ) 丌(x, s) ε Xi pӨ( s | x, zi ),

(1)

where p( zi ) is initialized as a multivariate gaussian distribution and Ө parameterizes
the SDF likelihood which can be expressed as pӨ( s | x, zi ) = 1 / C exp( - L( fӨ( x ), s )).
The goal is to maximize the (1) which can be reformulated by taking the log as,
(2)

minӨ, zi, i = {1 .. N} ∑i=1 ... N ( ∑j=1 ... K L( fӨ( xj , zi ), sj ) + 1 / σ 2 || zi || 2),

At training time, (2) is minimized w.r.t to both zi and Ө simultaneously thereby
learning a latent code and training a DeepSDF network to generate SDF. At inference
time, the parameters are ﬁxed and the objective function is minimized to learn the
optimal z~

z~ = argminz ( ∑j = 1 ... K L( fӨ( xj, z ), sj ) + 1 / σ 2 || z || 2),
Note the entire formulation is independent of the number of point samples in each Xi.

The above ﬁgure gives an architectural overview of the Auto-Decoder DeepSDF Network

Data Preparation
The DeepSDF network is trained using synthetic objects from ShapeNet dataset [1].
To prepare the data, each mesh is normalized to a unit sphere and 500,000 points are
sampled with more points sampled near the surface. To obtain SDF values for
watertight meshes, for each point the nearest triangle face on the mesh is located.

[1] Chang, Angel X., et al. "Shapenet: An information-rich 3d model repository." arXiv preprint arXiv:1512.03012 (2015).

Experiments And Results
●

Representation of Known Shapes: The representation power of DeepSDF was
tested using shapes present in the training set. The comparison was done based on
Chamfer Distance and Earth Mover’s Distance between the generated and ground
truth shape. The following table summarizes their results:

●

Representation of Unknown Shapes: DeepSDF also boast superior performance in
representing shapes that are not present in the training set. The following ﬁgure
shows some of their results compared against AtlasNet [1]:
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●

Shape Completion: At inference time, learning the optimal latent code and
generating surface points is independent of the number of input samples. Thus it
can be used for shape completion. In shape completion, the input is normally a
depth map from a single view point then the data is prepared by taking two points
at distance δ and -δ from each surface point and then the optimal latent code is
determined.

●

Interpolation Across Shapes: The authors also show that the learnt embeddings
are continuous by performing interpolation across two latent codes. The following
ﬁgure shows the results of interpolation across multiple latent codes.

Conclusion And Future Work
●

●
●

Unlike Voxel-based and Mesh-based approaches that are compute intensive,
DeepSDF are highly eﬃcient as it only uses linear layers and at inference time an
inﬁnite set of points can be queried one-by-one to generate a dense surface.
One major drawback is that the optimal latent code must learnt for each shape at
time of inferencing which is time consuming.
For future work, the inference times can be reduced by using faster optimizers
than ADAM.

